Integration of organizational-technological and social aspects in the realization of the program of renovation of residential development
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Abstract The renovation program is designed to solve a complex of problems of the city, the priority of which is a comfortable ratio of building density and developed infrastructure. The draft regional standards for urban planning has been developed for a pragmatic and at the same time comfortable layout of buildings (urban blocks) with an infrastructural core. Nevertheless, such an approach contains a number of administrative risks that can be minimized by carrying out proper planning and execution within a scheduled time frame. To improve planning accuracy, it is possible to use a system-organized block diagram consisting of integrated resettlement units. To select the optimal relocation option, it is important to carry out a multivariate analysis.

1 Introduction

One of the main targets which provide modern city urban policy is renovation of old buildings areas. The building density in micro districts and the choice of the areas for building are determined by the social aspects of renovation for the resettlement program and also includes organizational and technological aspects of demolition and further building. A distinctive feature of the renovation of a residential area is the provision of cyclicity and mutual coordination of the construction, resettlement and demolition processes within the same building area [1-2].

2 Materials and methods

Foreign experience shows that renovation programs are implemented in countries with a high level of industrialization and are regulated by a set of existing regulatory requirements, since renovation aims not only to redistribute the ratio of building density, but also to improve the quality of life of the population of megacities [1-3].

For example, in Singapore, the functional zoning of the city fits the requirements of the regulations governing the density of building. Such standards include the rationing not only of residential development, but also of access roads, landscaping, sports grounds, and even the possibility of redistributing the development intensity between neighboring quarters. In Germany, the main parameters of development are governed by territorial planning
documents and land use plans. The options are density of the building, which are fixed for each building plan (e.g., no less than 30 thousand square meters m/ha for central quarter and no less than 2 thousand square meters m/ha for suburban area). In Germany, there are standards for play and recreation areas, including a zone for children of all ages and a zone for children of school age [3-4].

Generally, the system of the standards and regulations in international renovation practice reflect the urban planning principles for living environment formation, which reflect the socio-economic relations. There are need to make a fund for new areas in advanced to removing citizens from old buildings which must be demolished [5].

One of peculiarities of resettlement among different districts in a megapolis is the individuality of each district, which is associated with the different number of houses to be demolished, their apartment structure, the need for resettlement, etc. Building densities of new houses also differ. As a result, a large reserve of space often is formed in a district, which allows relocation of residents from several demolished houses into one new house. In another area, there may be a shortage of areas for resettlement. So, organization of the resettlement in each district requires choosing the best option for resettlement from complex analysis tests [6-10].

Resettlement from demolished houses is carried out to pioneer buildings for the renovation area or to houses in nearby areas. And, demolished buildings make the building of the new houses possible, which is the main option of regional standards of urban planning (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).

![Fig. 1. Draft regional norms for urban design.](image)

Forming a resettlement program or drawing up a resettlement schedule is a multi-step and time-consuming process. At the first stage, the address list of demolished houses is formed and analyzed, and the houses that need to be demolished first must match with planning projects and construction projects under development. The second stage
determines the need for areas for resettlement and analyzes the possible area available for resettlement. The third and subsequent stages consider and reconcile the apartment composition, documents are prepared and documented for the resettlement of residents, resettlement is carried out, etc [7-15].
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**Fig. 2. More draft regional norms for urban design.**

For the planning and organization of the resettlement process, it is necessary to analyze in advance the quantitative indicators, namely the need for an area for resettlement, to determine how many and which houses will need to be introduced to provide residents from demolished houses [16-18].

Usually the area available for the start-up home is adequate to relocate inhabitants from a demolished house. It often is possible to relocate residents the start-up house from several demolished houses. In other cases, options are considered with two or more start-up houses necessary to provide the required amount of resettlement, as well as more complex cases of relocation from several houses: from three or more demolished houses, in two new homes to free the site for renovation. The presented variants of resettlement organization are clearly reflected using the methods of network planning and management [9].

The process of resettlement of residents also carries administrative risks associated with the coordination of the project, documentation and other initial permits. Such risks can be divided into the following categories [20-22]:
- risks associated with the planning of the resettlement process;
- risks associated with the formulation of tasks in the technical specifications for the design of the object;
- risks associated with the coordination of resettlement and resettlement in new homes;
- risks associated with insufficient planning of the flow of relocation to existing homes.

In order to minimize the occurrence of such risks, it is important to correctly plan not only the design, but also the resettlement process itself, indicating the prescribed deadlines for the execution of the assigned tasks.

This task is simplified by system-organized systems, which are based on the collection of relevant data on apartment-building, other housing parameters and the needs of immigrants.
3 Results

Currently, the organization and management of renovation processes is carried out using information technology, which is a system-organized sequence of operations performed on information using tools and methods of automation (see Figure 3). One of the system-forming elements for the renovation program is the developed database "Buildings included in the program of renovation of the second wave" [10, 22].

![Organizational structure of the database.](image)

Fig. 3. Organizational structure of the database.

The database is designed to assess the physical and moral deterioration and forecast the period of dismantling of buildings. The database reflects the date of commissioning and proposed demolition, which allows to calculate the degree of wear during the start of renovation.

Shown in Figure 4 is a flowchart illustrating the resettlement process. When developing a block diagram for each area of renovation can be used as a separate sample fragments, and their different combinations depending on the characteristics of the area. This scheme highlights the main stages in the implementation of this process.

4 Conclusions

Organizational and technological modeling of the program of renovation of territories has the characteristic features connected with the social aspect integrated with the regulated organizational and technological processes [19].

So that that the territory released from under building can be used most rationally, design is carried out according to modern regulatory requirements in which the unit of measurement is considered to be urban-blocks, comprehensively ensuring uniform density and comfortable conditions of building.

The best option of resettlement considers the different regional characteristics selected for multivariate analysis, the intensification of which is achieved through the use of information technology, and the process of resettlement of residents of old housing in the new regulated administratively specified sequence and with a length of systematically-organized events.
Fig. 4. Flowchart of resettlement organization.
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